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Will we see a return to growth for the
generics industry?
With Shire losing a case against Zydus,
Mylan’s launches of generics Copaxone,
Estrace and Sustiva and Teva following suit
with its generic products for Estrace, Viagra
and Minastrin 24 Fe - analysists (1) keep giving
positive forecasts for the industry post-2017.
Will 2018-19 be a year of growth for
generics Pharma?
Branded products going generics. In 2018 at
least 77 branded products above 100$ M (1)
expect to go generics, which could potentially
drive 5$B of new generics product sales
making 2018 the first year of growth since
2015. There are notable opportunities in both
big brand products going generics such as
Cialis, Humalog, Restasis, Advair, Latuda,
Gilenya, Lyrica and the smaller ones like
Delzicol. Nuvaring, Ampyra among others.
The number of approvals is also expected to
grow year on year. At the beginning of 2018,
FDA reported that the number of approvals in
2017 exceeded 1,000 with 80 of the products
being “first generics”.
Since lowering the cost of drugs is a public
health priority, the first generic drugs approvals
allow to stimulate a competitive environment
that ultimately leads to the further price erosion
of the generic medicines. According to FDA the
high approval rates are expected to continue.
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What about the rest of the world?
Part of the success for generic companies
comes from the ability to expand into the global
markets. However, with the local governments
also looking to achieve lower prices and the
stronger local production, the cost containment
policies, especially those aimed at older API’s,
make regulatory approvals and the market
entries a complex process for both branded
and generics drugs.
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Opportunities in the biosimilar market
Despite biosimilar market being in a development
phase, the expectations from the next wave of
biosimilars that include trastuzumab, rituximab,
adalimumab and bevacizumab, etanercept
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These new opportunities for brand value
development would most certainly be utilised
by such large generics players as Teva, Mylan
and Sandoz that will be competing for a share
of the market alongside Pfizer, Amgen and
Merck.
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What could be holding back the trend?
Not only the industry has strong launches that
grant certain exclusivity periods, the
companies are well adept in the product lifecycle strategies and possess very strong
litigation handling capabilities – all of which
delay timeline for new value-creating launches.
Another bottleneck is unclear regulatory
pathways for some of the products.
Sometimes the problem could be attributed to
the uncertain timing of the regulatory approval,
however, sometimes the bottleneck is just the
type of the product that the company is trying
to get approved.
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One of the examples would be underutilised
opportunities in the respiratory field where the
combination of drug and device raise questions
in both development and IP.
Nevertheless, despite regulatory, competitive
and pricing pressures, the outlook for the
generic industry for the next 1-3 years remains
positive

